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• Young Brains and multimedia
usage
• Working memory under stress
• Empathy / Theory of mind
• Internet-Gaming Addiction
• Active learning

Memory and information processing
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Humans versus Apes

But don‘t take comparisons between humans and apes to serious…….
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„Our memory would be useless, if it would be
truely faceful.“ (Paul Valéry)

Too much information at the same time disturbs our memory:
- Working memory is overloaded
- Calibration of Information does not work anymore (wrong judgement about the weight of
certain variables
- Stress for the brain
- Males and females are not good
in multitasking!
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Student: „Mr Osborne, may I be excused! My
brain is full.“
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Internet usage and the brain
The Google-Brain:
•

Comparison of internet users and non-users and
their brain activity

•

Dramatic changes already after one week of
intensive internet usage

•

Frontal-Lope and Temporal-Lope change their
activity pattern due to internet-usage

Quelle: G. Small
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Working Memory
System in the brain that stores and manipulates information
temporarily (reading, math, “multitasking”
1. Selection of Information
2. Filter
3. Information distribution
4. Selective attention
Excecutive function of working memory:
• how we solve problems
• how we control emotions
• how we recognize emotions
• how long we can postpone rewards
• what we can focus on and for how long
• what long-term goals we pursue

Language
processing
(phonologial
-loop)

How many times per day are we interrupting
ourselves due to smartphone usage?
- 88 times per day we switch on our smartphone
- 35 time: short interruptions (e.g. what time is it)
- 53 times: longer interruptions, internet, E-mail, Whatsapp ect.
- every 18 min of our awake time we interrupt ourselves just with smartphones
- Approx. 2.5 hrs per day (talks time on the average: 7 min)
Ref: A. Markowetz, Digitaler Burnout, 2015
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Memory function and multitasking

- Pupil movements and EEG alpha wave detection allow predictions whether
someone will remember a certain fact or not
- increased alpha activity in the posterior region of the cerebral cortex
are indicators of inattention, digression and distractibility)
•

•
•

shortened attention spans in subjects
who frequently learn/work in multitasking
mode
poorer memory performance in
multitaskers
reduced memory capacity when still
typing on the smartphone while learning
(memory gaps)

15 min time to get into a topic
• The human brain needs 15 min to adjust the working algorithm
to a certain topic
• The brain needs to adjust its‘ selective filters of perception,
cognition and memory systems to each individual task
• Sequential work flow is better than multitasking
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Dopamine: the turbo engine of the brain boosting attention
Frontal lobe

Alternative:

Basal ganglia

Frontal lobe

Dopamine
System

Dopamin activates:
 Selective attention
 Working memory and Motivation

Expectation is THE driving
force of our brains

Learning to write –-- Learning to comprehend language
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Learning to write: Pencil or Tablet?
•

when learning something by hand, not only is the spelling and meaning
Readingthe word is stored
Writing
learned, but thepremotor
movement for writing
in the
premotor part of Cortex
the frontal lobe

•
•

this facilitates recall (more accessibility)
the meaning of a word is also remembered more easily in this way
("kinesthetic facilitation").
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Sport and Exercise

Hippocampus

• Formation of new nerve cells is
stimulated (growth factors)
• Blood flow to the brain is improved
• increases the ability to concentrate
• in particular a stimulus for the
development of young brains
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Mirror Neurons need to be trained:
Empathy and digital media

Action potentials

Neuronal response

Mirror Neurons: The painful version
• Empathy
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Empathy
• Pain in the brain of the observer is the same
pain as the victim has
• What the brains trys to do: get 1:1
representation of what happens in the brain of
other people

19
T. Singer et al.,, Science“, 2004

Emotional Intelligence / Theory of mind /
Empathy
• Knowing what we know and feel (control of emotions)
• To know what other people feel and think
• Willpower (same brain systems)

In this respect, it is noteworthy that in empathy studies
in young adults, a correlation between time spent with
digital media and a lower cognitive empathy with other
humans has been reported (Carrier LM, Comput Human Behavr. 2015;
James C et al. Pediatrics. 2017)
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Jean M. Twenge; iGene, 2017

Generation iPhone: meeting friends?

Lonely in the time of Facebook?

Jean M. Twenge; iGene, 2017
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Sleep and digital media usage

Jean M. Twenge; iGene, 2017

Empathy and
Theory of mind
MRI of the human brain: high
correlation between gray-matter
volume (GMV) and social-networking
site (SNS) addiction score.
He et al. Sci Rep. 2017;7:45064

•
•
•

Social, digital media might have a profound effect on the adolescent brain due to the fact they allow
adolescents to interact with many peers at once without meeting them directly.
data indicate a different mode of processing emotions in adolescents, which is highly correlated to the
intensity of social media use
gray matter volume of the amygdala (processes emotions) is reduced in individuals with high SNS score
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Role models and Mirror neurons

• Mentors and supervisors send more
information about the gesture and how they feel, than in
what they actually say (70-80% of all human communication is
non-verbal!)
• Studies consistently show, that the appreciation of a subject
by the supervisor or teacher is even more important than
didactical skills
• It is the PERSON that counts most!
• Be AUTHENTIC!

Frau Wurmholz: Du hast eine Frage Calvin?
Calvin: Ja! Welche Sicherheit habe ich, dass ich in
dieser Ausbildung hier auch das, was ich im
21. Jahrhundert brauche, bekomme?
Calvin: Werden mir hier auch die Kompetenzen
vermittelt, die ich brauche, um effektiv in
einer

harten,

globalen

Wirtschaft

zu

bestehen? Ich will einen gut-bezahlten Beruf,

Frau Wurmholz: In diesem Fall schlage ich
vor, junger Mann, das du mal anfängst
härter zu arbeiten! Was du aus der
Schule mitnimmst, hängt davon ab,
was du hier investierst!
Calvin: Oh.
Calvin: Nun ja, dann vergessen Sie es!

wenn ich hier fertig bin! Ich will, dass sich mir
Chancen und Möglichkeiten eröffnen!
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Gaming and Internet Addiction

©https://www.123rf.com/photo_79159655

Internet gaming disorder (IGD)

Regions that showed activation in response to internet and videogame cues in internet gaming disorder
(IGD) participants in more than two studies. DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. (Weinstein & Livny,
Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 2017)
- Studies have shown reward deficiency, reduced impulse control mechanisms, impaired decision making,
and impulsivity in IGD.
- Studies on comorbidity of IGD and AD(H)D indicate that executive control networks in AD(H)D may
increase the susceptibility to develop IGD.
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Self-conditioning and how painful it is to change habits

Changing habits is not easy: digital Media can be addictive
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Digital habits of adults: we learn how to speak, if someone looks at us!
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Language development and screen time in young children
•
•

Language development: fiber tracts between language areas grow
Fiber tract development is disturbed by too much screen time between the
age of 5-10 (Hutton et al. JAMA Pediatrics, 2019)

Broca
Areal

Wernicke
Areal

Less neuronal fibers between Wernicke
and Broca language areas

(Hutton et al. JAMA Pediatrics, 2019)
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Neurons learn to represent artificial devices via processes of activity-dependent synaptic
plasticity…, [illustrating] that, indeed, our sense of self can be altered by electronic technologies to
incorporate external devices. (Korte, DIALOGUES IN CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCE • Vol 22 • No. 2 • 2020)

Brain changes due to learning
"Which, nature or nurture,
contributes more to personality?"
D.O. Hebb’s response: “which
contributes more to the area of a
rectangle, its length or width?"

Draganski, JNS, 2006
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Learning changes

% change in
grey matter

the structure of the human brain

Knowledge is still important: mechanisms of
neural networks
• any prior knowledge, influences future knowledge
• the brain has not harddive
• if you want to search the internet, you need a lot of knowledge
• education is the interconnection and questioning of knowledge elements
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Bill Keller, New York Times: “It’s not having the information
that’s important, it’s what you do with it!”

In this postcard from a series beginning in the late 19th century, Jean-Marc Côté, a French
artist, depicts a classroom in the year 2000. Rather than lecturing, the instructor drops texts
into a hand-cranked device that delivers information straight to the pupils' ears.
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How do we learn best:
- When we do something, our brain is using different resources then when
watch something (e.g. instructions)
- This is also a problem of attention and concentration
- Routines are not good in order to learn new things!
Just listening to
instruction

Active learning
(practice)

Conclusion: No screen time is created equal:
different usage will lead to different effects
•

global challenges in 2020 will define this generation of young people—almost overnight schools,
peer networks, workplaces, and communities have been pushed online.

•

this means that there is currently an urgent need to adopt health practices and create digital
spaces for young people that support developmental needs and mitigate risks.

•
•

Screen time is set to increase even more among adolescents
parents, educators, and clinicians should be concerned less with digital media use per se of young
people and more with how they are spending their time online.

- like fire, or any powerful tool, technologies can be used, misused, or abused
- There is little utility in broadly labeling the phenomenon of digital media use
as “good” or “bad.” ,The technological genie is out of the bottle.
- our goal should be to maximize the positive aspects of digital media and
technologies and minimize the negative!
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Papier oder Pixel?

Children remember better and more accurately what they have read on paper!
The explanation could lie in the 3D arrangement of a text in books

Scientific American 2015

Brains love to listen to stories

•
•
•
•

right hemisphere of the brain particularly active in listening / narrating
prefrontal cortex (working memory)
cingulate: spatial and pictorial ideas and references to own experiences
tempero-parietal transitional area and pole of temporal lobe: recognizing
intentions, feelings and beliefs of other people
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World knowledge is knowledge about the world you live in!

Weltwissen ist Wissen über die Welt
in der man lebt!

U.Stein ©

ENDE
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„If you always think the way
as you have always thought, you
will always get what you have
always gotten - the same old
ideas.“
Michael Michalko (creativity coach)

Sometimes even primates do have a good idea that is
very unsual

Jury: Judith Rakers, Eckart von Hirschhausen, Matthias Opdenhövel

Hanus et al. PLoSONE, 2011
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Sports:

THE

•

Slows down brain ageing

•

New neurons are born

•

Better blood flow in the brain

•

Greater attention span

•

Better performance in a fast changing

END

world

Keep your Brain in shape!

©Drive communication

Multitasking
Multitasking
Multitasking
Multitasking
Multitasking

Multitasking
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Improve your working memory
Montag

Dienstag

Mittwoch

Donnerstag

Freitag

Samstag

Sonntag

Brush your
teeth with the
wrong hand

Count all
traffic lights
to work

Put things in a
different
place

Make up a story
around each of
your co-workers

Spell names
backwards

Read
newspapers
upside down

Switch of your
mobile and
read a book

Take a shower
with closed
eyes

Use the
computer
mouse with
the wrong
hand

Play chess or
any other
game

Have lunch in a
differenz place

Memorize
your
shopping lists

Go for a walk
in a new
environment

“There is no expedient to which a man will
not go to avoid the labor of thinking.”
Thomas Edison

Internet gaming disorder (IGD)

Regions that showed reduced gray-matter volume in internet gaming disorder (IGD) participants in more
than two studies. SMA, supplementary motor area. (Weinstein & Livny, Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 2017)
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STOPP‐Method: how to increase your attention span
(Harvard University)
1. Make a “to do list” (write it down)
2. Divide each task in subdivisions and different stages
3. If something comes to interrupt, write it down and first finish the work
you started with

Outcome:
‐

People got more done in the same time

‐

They made less errors

‐

Concentration depth and attention span were better and longer

Mindfullness
• Think counterclockwise
• Change from fast to slow thinking
• Autonomy
• Think out of the box
• Meditation
• Activate the working memory and the frontal cortex
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What can you do?
What could your customers do?

Headache
• 12-15 Jährige: 2/3 klagen über Kopfschmerzen, meinst
Spannungskopfschmerzen (Verdoppelung der Fälle, vor allem
wenn Kinder 3 und mehr Stunden pro Tag ein
Smartphone/Tablet verwenden
• Kopffehlstellung und energetische Überlastung des Gehirns
durch permanente Nutzung sozialer Netzwerke, Dt. Ärzteblatt,
Jhg. 114, Heft 41, S. 1587, 2018
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Learning TODAY

Knowledge of our time is doubling every 5 years!

Reading time of all Wikepedia pages: 948 million hours….

Learning today:
‐ Handle information selectively
‐ „old fashioned“ base of knowledge is
important to set criteria for the brain to filter
‐ Use the right amout of multimedia
‐ Use the right learning techniques

Multitasking and digital natives
• Digital natives are better in multitasking
• Unfortunately that is something humans are particular bad in
• Changes in frontal lobe organization
• More errors and shorter attention span
• Seek quick cognitive reward
• Capability to interpret social signals is less good in digital
natives (empathy)
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Multitasking
• Men and women are equally bad at it
• When ever it comes to language, women have an advantage
• Computer usage: men and women use it differently
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Problem with how we use the internet
• Wrong training for the working memory
• Reward systems in the brain are not correctly activated
• Rate of mistakes is increasing
• Deep cognitive processing is inhibited
• Empathy is compromised– the ability to know what other people thing and feel

The END

THE END
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Usage of digital media
• 2002: 12 Billion E-Mails
• 2012: 247 Billion E-Mails
• 2002: 0.4 Mio. SMS
• 2012: 4.5 Billion SMS
• 2002: 2.7 h online/week
• 2012: 18 h online/week

Brain

New MEDIA
©Gehirn&Geist
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Verarbeitungskapazitäten

• Jede Sekunde strömen 400.000 Sinnesreize auf das Gehirn ein
• die bewusste Verarbeitungskapazität eines menschlichen Gehirns beträgt
etwa 120 bits/sec!
• um einer Person beim Sprechen zu zuhören, brauchen wir 60 bits/sec
(sprechen drei Menschen gleichzeitig, sind wir hoffnungslos überfordert!)

Capacity of the working memory:

Capacity of the working memory

We start to age at the age of 25…

Age

Klingberg, Multitasking, C.H. Beck,2008
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Synaptic competition in apical compartments

Sajikumar S & Korte M

Synaptic competition in apical compartments

Sajikumar S & Korte M
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Synaptic competition in apical compartments
Competition within 45 min

Competition within 60 min

Competition within 75 min

Sajikumar S & Korte M

How three input model works?

S3
S2

HFS

S1

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3
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How three input model works?

S3
S2

HFS

S1

Plasticity factors

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3

LTP tag

Sajikumar.S & Korte M

How three input model works?

WLFS

S3

WTET

S2

HFS

S1

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3

Plasticity factors

LTP tag

LTD tag

Sajikumar.S & Korte M
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How three input model works?

WLFS

S3

WTET

S2

HFS

S1

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3

Plasticity factors

LTP tag

LTD tag

Sajikumar.S & Korte M

Synaptic competition & Plasticity threshold

Sajikumar S & Korte M
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Celullar mechanisms of the
dangers of multitasking

S3

S3

S2

S2

S1

S1

Sajikumar, Morris & Korte, PNAS 2014

When synaptic competition occurs?

1) Limited availibity of
Plasticity-related proteins

2) Within the initial 60 min

2) Plasticity threshold of
synaptic units are similar
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Define your goals
No wind help the ones
that do not know in
which direction they
want to sail.
(Montaigne, Essays)

77

Summary
We could maintain long-lasting late-LTP lasting 12 h with two control inputs
and three inputs mimicking new learning elements
3 input model can be used for synaptic-competition studies in normal physiological
situations
One late-LTP and two subsequent E-LTP‘s in a neuronal compartment competes
each other for plasticity protiens thus preventing all forms of plasticity
If availibilty of plasticity related proteins (PRPs) is limited, the distribution
of PRPs occurs within 60 min
Erasure of a competing partner prevents synaptic competition in near by synaptic
inputs
Metaplasticity by the activation of mGluRs prevents synaptic competition
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Multitasking and long‐term memory
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Time (h)
Sajikumar, Morris & Korte M , PNAS, 2014

The Hippocampus: gatekeeper of memory and
retrieval
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A three input model to study associative forms of plasticity
CA1

sc
CA3

mf

S1

DG

S2
S3

Sajikumar S, Korte M. PNAS. 2011 Feb 8;108(6):2551-6.

Multitasking
at the cellular level

S3

S3

S2
WTET

S2

S1

S1

Sajikumar, Morris & Korte, PNAS 2014
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Production of plasticity associated proteins

S3
S2

HFS

S1

Plasticity factors

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3

LTP tag

Sajikumar.S & Korte M

The new input S2 takes over all newly synthezised proteins!
- avoid multitasking during learning phases
- use short learning periods and start early

S3

WTET

S2

HFS

S1

S1-synaptic input 1, S2-synaptic input 2, synaptic input 3

Plasticity factors

LTP tag

Sajikumar.S, Morris RGM & Korte M (2014, PNAS)
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Language development and screen time

Broca
Areal

Wernicke
Areal

Less neuronal fibers between
language areas

85

Hutton et al. JAMA Pediatrics, 2019

The importance of attention

- Attention is not just there, like a switch you can turn on and
off
- Attention follows action
- attention can be switched on and it can be selective, like a
spotlight in a theatre
- But: you have to give the attention system in the brain a goal
to concentrate on (Motivation)
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Charron, S., Koechlin, E., Science 2010

Two brains – two simultaneous tasks…

Two tasks are distributes
between two hemispheres

© Etienne Koechlin, INSERM-ENS, Paris

Charron, S., Koechlin, E.: Divided Representation of Concurrent Goals in the Human Frontal Lobes,
In: Science 328, S. 360-363, 2010

The brain has no harddrive, it is the
harddrive and the software
What do we need to know?
• Stored facts in the brain influences new knowledge (that‘s how neuronal
networks work
• the brain has no harddrive
• new knowledge changes the way we see things, the way we think and the way
we act
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